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Space, the final frontier...These are the adventures of the USS Sharikahr in her continuing mission to bring peace where conflicts may arise, to explore new worlds untouched by the eyes of men, and to brave the darkness of the last vast, unknown.
During the last mission the crew of the USS Sharikahr has finally made it back to Starbase 124, and everyone aboard has been given a few hours of well deserved shore leave. New crewmembers have come aboard, each one with their own plans and aspirations, and some old friends have left for new adventures.
Now, information about the new mission is being collected and all preparations are being completed, new mysteries and new challenges expect the Sharikahr, this time outside Federation space.
As a famous publisher once said, “Uncertainty and mystery are energies of life. Don't let them scare you unduly, for they keep boredom at bay and spark creativity.” Creativity is something that Captain Adrel and her crew will certainly need.
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=/\= /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = Begin Mission = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ =/\= /\ = /\ =/\= /\ = /\
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
::In Engineering, checking systems.::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::leaves sickbay::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*AMB*: Envoy, what is your location so I meet up with you to go to that meeting with the base's CO?
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::picks up PADD and straightens jacket, heads for the door and the bridge::
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
@*CO*: I returned to the Starbase and I am waiting at the crossover Bridge, Captain.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*AMB*: Aye, I will be there shortly.
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
<Station_Ops>: *CEO*: Ensign, are all the supplies you requested aboard?
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
::Exits her quarters after a good night sleep and makes her way to her new office.::
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
::Smiles as he sees everything is optimal.::
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
*CO*: Captain I have an Intel report on our patrol route for you
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::enters a TL and tells it her destination::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*CTO*: It'll have to wait for my return. I have a meeting with the Base's CO first.
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
<FCO_Polo>:: receives the data about the route from astrogation:: *CO*: At warp 8 it should take us 10 days and 16 hours to get to Partholon Ma'am
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
::Hums as she walks down the corridor, and calls for the TL::
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
*CO*: Aye skipper,
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*FCO*: Go ahead with it for now. I think they'll want us to go as fast as we can, and I don't want to push it to Warp 9 yet.
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::heads for the TL and ultimately the bridge::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::exits TL and heads for the exit to get to the station::
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
<FCO_Polo>: *CO*: OK Captain, if the CEO thinks we can push this ship a little more I am ready.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
*FCO*: Aye. Adrel out
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@::looks at the latest news from headquarters on his screen and downloads them to a PADD for the crew of the Shari::
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::steps off the TL and onto the bridge PADD in hand::
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
::Begins running some calculations for his special project.::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@::steps onto the Starbase and starts looking for the Envoy::
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
@:: Shifts his weight slightly, his arms behind his back ::
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
:: Enters the TL, and looks at her orders to find out what deck she was going to,:: Computer: deck 8.
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::walks to tactical and takes a seat and begins reviewing Cardassian ships specs::
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@ACTION: Frantic activity from crew doing the last repairs to the Shari welcomes the Captain.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@::Nods and smiles at the crewmembers she sees::
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
:: As the TL halts, walks off, and makes the short walk to sickbay::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Down in the main lab, doing a complete inventory with Archimedes.::
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
@:: Steps aside the Captain, matching her pace ::  CO: Captain.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@AMB: Envoy. ::nods:: Do you know the base's CO? ::as she continues walking, this time to the CO's office::
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
@CO: I do not believe so, no.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Almost finished looks up as Archimedes catches her attention::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@AMB: Me neither. I would have liked to have time to review his profile and get some insights. I don't like to go in a meeting unprepared, but my body decided otherwise.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
<SO Archemides> CSO: I am unable to find the 3 decouplers meant for the dekyon enhancer.
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
:: Enters sick bay, and takes a good look around before making her presence known, and introductions to her new staff::
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
::Taps his commbadge.:: *CTO*: Korax to Wall!
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
@CO: You make it a point to read up on every fellow commanding officer you interact with?
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::stands and walks over to the replicator and orders an extra sweet Rak`Tajino::
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@*CO*: Ma'am, Nascimiento here, do you and Ambassador Savar prefer some special kind of drinks? I can have them brought up from the Officers’ hall.
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
*CEO*: Wall here go ahead chief
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
SO: Check in with OPS, they may still be in route.
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
*CTO*: Sorry to disturb you sir, I just wanted to run an idea by you.
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
*CEO*: Go ahead chief
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::sips the bitter sweet drink::
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
*CTO*: I have some ideas to upgrade the phaser banks and other tactical systems. Would you be interested in discussing them sometime?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@ABM: If I can yes.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@AMB: do you want something to drink at the meeting?
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Leaving him to the task, she completes the final check.::
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
*CEO*: Sounds like a plan chief, given our new mission I’m willing to let you act at your own discretion. I believe we may need the extra power sometime soon
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
@CO: I do not require hydration at this time.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@*Nascimiento*: No thank you, Capt. We will be there momentarily.
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@*CO*: Perfect, I will be waiting for you. Nascimiento Out.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Makes her way to her office to locate Shá.::
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@ACTION: A few people in exterminator suites are fumigating some shops in the promenade.
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
@CO: This is quite the expansive station.  Larger than the ones I am used to.
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
*CTO*: I've been running some calculations for routing power from the warp engines for some extra umpf.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Watches her son quietly involved in the destruction of some object that engineering no longer needed.::
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
MO: Good morning.  I am the new CMO.  Report please.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@AMB: Indeed, I wouldn't mind spending more time here for sure! ::takes a turn:: I think we have arrived.
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
*CEO*: Sounds good chief. I`ll leave you to it. Let me know if you need extra staff I have some I can spare
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::smiles at the chief’s umpf::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: She leans against the door. :: Shá: Do you have any plans for that?
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@<Station_Sec>: CO/AMB: Sirs, I am here to lead you to Captain Nascimiento. Please follow me.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
<Shá> :: shrugs his shoulders as he finishes taking it apart and begins to put the parts in groups.::  CSO: No...
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@::looks at the AMB and then the SEC:: SEC: Lead the way!
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
<MO Johnson> ::Steps forward and salutes her new CMO.:: CMO: Medical Officer Johnson at your service ma'am.
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@ACTION: The guard leads the CO and AMB through a very busy OPS center and stops at the crystal doors of the CO's ready room.
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::sits down in the XO`s chair and begins reviewing the PADD in his hand absently sipping the coffee::
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
*CTO*: I'll send my modification ideas to the CO.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
Shá: I need you to either put it aside here, on the shelf, for another time, or box it up and take it back to our quarters.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@SEC: Thank you. ::chimes the CO's door::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
<Shá> CSO: Can I take it to Uncle Adam's quarters?
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@CO/AMB: Please come in.
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
*CEO*: Excellent work chief
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@::enters the RR::
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
<MO Johnson>: As for the report, we are just putting away supplies we just received.  I am the only one on staff, it’s a small ship, we usually one have one or two MO's at one time.
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@ACTION: The CO and AMB enters in a very Spartan office, a huge window shows a view of a large part of the Starbase.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Looks slightly surprised and not at all sure how to take that.::  Shá: Why?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@Nascimiento: Capt. ::extends a hand as she approaches the Capt:: Capt Adrel and this is Envoy Savar.
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
@:: Nods his head slightly ::
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
::Shakes the CO's hand and nods to the Ambassador:: CO/AMB: Please take a seat. This won't take much.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
<Shá> CSO: Because he has lots of things in his quarters and it won't make our place messy.
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
MO Johnson: that’s good.  Thank you.  Would you like some help putting away the supplies?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@::sits down::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Her eyes lighting with humor, she lifts a finger to her lips to still the smile threatening.:: Shá: You will have to ask him.
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
<MO Johnson>: ::Give the CMO and odd look:: CMO: Umm yes, if you are sure and not busy.
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@CO/AMB: I just wanted to wish you goodbye in person and ask for a personal favor, if possible.
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
@:: slightly raises an eyebrow ::
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::taps the console, selects Johnny Cash`s man in black and pipes it through the bridge’s intercom::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
<Shá> :: With permission given, reaches up to tap his command badge.:: *CTO*: Uncle Adam, can I put some of my stuff in your quarters?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@Nascimiento: Favor?
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
MO Johnson: Yes I would, I want to make sure I know where everything is stored, as well see we have everything we need is stock::
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::smiles at hearing Sha’s voice:: *Sha*: Sure you can, if you like you can set the spare room up for yourself if you`d like
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
::Runs another calculation on the power yield for his modifications.::
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@CO/AMB: Yes it is a personal matter, my sister worked for Prof. O'Sullivan of the Daystrom Institute. His expedition disappeared 2 years ago nearby the Partholon System.
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::puts the PADD down::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
<Shá> :: Looks at his mother for consent and finds her face unreadable.::
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@CO/AMB: If you hear something about it from the Partholians please let me know. I tried to contact them but they are a very close society.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: After a moment, she simply nods her head.::
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::notices the smiles on the bridge crew:: All: Don’t you people have some work to do?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@Nascimiento: Now that you mention it, I recall someone mentioning O'Sullivan to me when I worked at the Daystrom Institute before my current assignment. But I didn't get much info about it.
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
Self: Maybe an irradiated Phaser burst....
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
<Shá> :: Relaxes, but confused by his mother's reaction.:: *CTO*: Alright.
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::mumbles to himself about busy bodies and picks the PADD up. Suppressing a smile::
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
:: Goes over to the supplies and starts to unpack::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Leaves her office for a moment to return soon with a box from the storage room.  Kneeling down, she helps her son place the parts inside it.::
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@CO: They were in a xenobiology expedition, collecting DNA’s samples. O' Sullivan had a weird theory he wanted to prove.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@Nascimiento: Sorry for your sister's disappearance. We ::looks at the AMB:: will keep it in mind.     ::pauses::   What theory?
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::begins to review the weapons inventory wondering if he could squeeze some more torpedo`s in somewhere::
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
::Works at his terminal as a large object is dropped from above and hits him in the shoulder, knocking him out cold.::
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@CO: I think it was referring to the origin of intelligent life in the galaxy, O' Sullivan believed it was much older than the 4 billion years of the official doctrine.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
<SO Archimedes> :: Finding his way to the bridge, locates OPS and asks him about the missing part.::
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
:;listens as Johnny Cash`s voice croons throughout the bridge::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Helping him to carry it, the two of them head out for the upper levels and their quarters.::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@Nascimiento: Did you do your own investigation in the matter?
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
<EO Tork> ::taps his badge as he runs to the unconscious CEO's side.:: *CMO*: Medical emergency in Engineering!
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@CO: I did, but so far I could not shed much light on Sullivan's disappearance, hence, any clue you may obtain is more than welcome.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@Nascimiento: We will see what we can do. But you know that this is not our primary goal to go there, right? So I cannot make any promises.
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::over hears the medical emergency call::
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
*ME*:This is the bridge what’s going on down there?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@::turns to the AMB:: AMB: You've been rather quiet, Envoy. Anything you want to discuss before we leave the Capt?
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
< SO Archimedes> :: Frowns and turns to the duty officer.::  CTO: I need 3 decouplers and it is not here.  According to OPS, the supply chain on the base has been disrupted, but he does not know the how’s or whys.  We rather need this part.
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
<EO Tork> *CTO*: A crate fell from the upper level and landed on the CEO. He's out cold sir!
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@<Station_Ops>COM: Bridge: Sharikahr, it seems cargo bay two has been infested with Tarellian hook spiders, if you find some aboard, make sure they are neutralized before they breed.
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
*CEO*: Please state the reason for the emergency? ::Makes a grab for a wed kit::
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
@:: Shakes his head ::  CO: Not at this time, no.
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
<EO Tork> *CMO*: The CEO is unconscious. A crate fell from above on him.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@Nascimiento: Can you put together a quit rundown of the info you've got about the expedition just in case we can get to that favor?
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
SO: Ok I’ll put a call in to supply and see if I can get the m for you, what do you have to trade?
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
*ME*: Very well keep me appraised
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@CO: And Captain, before you leave, I just received these orders from Starfleet personnel. I presume someone will be a little happier tonight. ::hands her the PADD::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
< SO Archimedes> :: Looks at the CTO, and nothing moves but his eyes.  After a moment his brow wrinkles::  CTO: Trade?
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
Self: So much for safety procedures.  Computer: Lock to CEO's signature, and transport to Sickbay, bed two.
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@CO: And yes I will transmit a full file to your office. ::presses a button on his console:: CO: Done.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@::takes the PADD and looks at it:: Nascimiento: Looks like it.   ::gets up::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Arriving on deck 2, the pair of them make their way to the CTO's office.  There she pauses, feeling rather uncomfortable about just entering someone else’s quarters when they are not there.::
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
SO: yes what do we have an excess of that they need, it will help me get you your decouplers faster
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@AMB/Nascimiento: I guess we are done here. Anyway, we should go back to the ship.
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
ACTION: The CEO is beamed in sickbay.
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
::lays on bed two unmoving.::
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
@CO: I thank you a lot, in advance. Good hunting Captain, Ambassador.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@*Bridge*: Please have all senior officers available report to the OL.
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
@:: Nods again and stands from his chair, preparing to exit ::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@::heads towards the exit::
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
*CO*: Aye Skipper
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
<SO Archimedes> CTO: Ummm... I do not know.  Lieutenant So'tsoh has exactly what she needs with just the spares that might be needed.  I have no idea.
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
Self: Ok, so this is the CEO? :: Smirks and takes a medical tricorder over the young man::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
< Shá> :: Having none of his mothers concerns, simply activates the lock and walks in and heads for the spare bedroom.::
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::rubs the bridge of his nose:: SO: Ok , I’ll see what I can do for you
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@AMB: I was not expecting him to ask for a favor. What are your thoughts on the topic?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@::as she leads the way back to the ship::
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
*ALL*: All senior staff report to the OL
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::picks up the PADD`s he was working on and heads for the OL. Turns to the SO: You have the bridge Archie
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Watching her son from the doorway, hears the order and calls out.::  Shá, we need to go.  I need to drop you off with your other classmates.  Just leave the box in a corner and you can take care of things later.
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
@CO: Until we have further information on the reason they have contacted us, I will not proceed to make theories or assumptions.  I would, however, like to gather more information on the scientists' mission.
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::walks into the OL and drops the PADDS onto the table and plops into a seat::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: As he exits the back room, he comes and takes her hand, almost dragging her out and to the nearest lift.::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@ABM: Indeed. We need to know more about what they want. I'll make sure you get a copy of the document Capt Nascimiento sent me.
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
*Bridge:: Sickbay to the bridge.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@*TR*: two to beam to the bridge please.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Curious, she says nothing as orders do not usually have attached ' at your convenience::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@ABM: We'll take the fast way so not to have the senior staff wait for too long.
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
ACTION: The CO and the Ambassadors get beamed directly to the bridge.
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
CO: Excellent.  I will also contact my superiors for any information we have regarding the Partholians.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
<SO Archimedes> :: Makes his way to the Observation lounge to wait So'tsoh.::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
@AMB: All information we can get, the better.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: The routine familiar, Shá is soon installed with the others and she is heading for the observation lounge.::
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
:: Puts away her tricorder and waits for a response from the bridge::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
ABM: I have to go to my RR really quickly. I'll meet you in the conference room ::heads to her ready room::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
<SO Archimedes> :: Pauses and frowns as he realizes he is Archie.  He sighs wondering when he acquired that nick and how he might get rid of it.::
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
<FCO_Polo>: *CMO*: I have the bridge it seems. anything I can do to help?
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Enters the observation lounge and moves toward the back of the room.::
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
:: Heads in the opposite direction towards the lounge ::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::enters the Ready Room and goes to her desk and opens a few drawers and leaves the room for the Conference Room::
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
*FCO*: Good day, It seems that our CEO had a little accident.  He will be fine, just a bump on the head.  But it might be recommended that he have a safety up training.  Could you pass that on please.
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::looks up at Sin::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Nods her head in greeting.::
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
:: Moves over to a sink, grabs a glass of water, and brings it back to the CEO::
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
<FCO_Polo>: *CMO*: I would add Hazmat training too. Engineers deal with dangerous stuff.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::enters the Conference Room and looks around to see who is here::
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
*FCO*: Good idea :: laughs:: Thank you
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::winks at her and organizes the PADDS into a neat stack::
Amb_Envoy_Savar says:
:: As he enters the lounge for the staff meeting, he briefly wonders where it would be appropriate to sit.  No longer a Commanding Officer, he does not deserve the head of the table ::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
<SO Archimedes> :: Looks at the FCO and not wanting to get into a debate, simply moves over to science and waits to see what happens.::
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
:: Dumps the water on the CEO's face:: CEO: Wake up sunshine. Pronto.
Host Capt_Nascimiento says:
<FCO_Polo>: SO: Oh you were here. My bad Archie. You can have the bridge.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
ALL: thank you everyone for being here. It seems we are missing a few people... actually, two of our new members.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
<SO Archimedes>  :: Just barely with holds a sigh and simply nods, wondering if he was doomed with this nick.::
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
::Sits up quickly.:: CMO: qaStaH nuq jay!
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
ALL: First, I would like to welcome our new crewmembers. We have Envoy Savar here were us. I guess that our new CEO and CMO are busy at the moment.
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
CEO: Safety, do you know what that word means? Uhmm?
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Simply nods her head in greeting to the ambassador and then turns back to watch the Captain.::
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
::Growls at the CMO.:: CMO: Do you know what happened?!
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
CO: It seems our new chief had a crate fall on him
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
CTO: Oh! I'll make sure to check on that once we wrap up here.
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
:: Holds the CEO down:: CEO: Don't you growl at me Ensign.  Something fell on your big dense head.  Did you not look around before you started working?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
ALL: I wanted to gather you all here for a few minutes because someone here needs to have a face to face chat with me and I wanted to do it in front of everyone.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Lifts a brow curiously and waits.::
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
::Growls again.:: CMO: Not my fault some P'tak wasn't following protocol!
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
CSO: Front and center!
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Lifts the other brow and pushes lightly away from the wall to approach the captain, a myriad of things going through her mind on what she might have missed.::
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
CEO: Silly mistakes like that will cause loose of life.  What? don't you blame him.  You are his Boss! it’s your responsibility to make sure he does.  Now. you are going to have a nasty headache a bit, but you'll live.  If I see you in here again, for something as simple as a scratch, I’ll have your head.  Comprende?
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
CSO: It seems that you are the lucky winner of a face to face chat with me! Since I joined the Sharikahr, you have showed great leadership, creativity and cooperation. It is my pleasure to promote you to Lieutenant Commander. Congratulations!
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
CMO: Believe me Commander, it won't be by choice. Just like this time wasn't by choice. I could go the rest of my career without having to see the likes of you!
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::opens her right hand and adds the new pip to the CSO's collar::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
CSO: Congratulations!
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Quietly stands.::  CO: Thank you... I think.
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::smiles ::
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
CEO: That would be my goal as well. :: Smiles devilishly:: Now get out of my sickbay. Please. I have real work to do.
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
ALL: We will have to cut the celebration a bit short as we need to depart for our next mission.
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Politely accepting everyone’s platitudes and wondering how this might change things or if it did at all, she makes her way back to her original place.::
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
ALL: Congratulations again to our new Lieutenant Commander. Everyone is dismissed.
CTO_LtJg_Wall says:
::picks up a PADD:: CO: Captain I think you should look at this
Host CO_Capt_Adrel says:
::takes the PADD from the CTO's hands::
CMO_Cmdr_Tiernan says:
::Turns her back and goes back to unpacking with the MO::
CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Moves to exit the room, finding that most odd... then remembers the new crewmembers to be introduced, two of which were missing.::
CEO_Ens_Korax says:
CMO: With pleasure. bImoHqu'! ::Storms out of Sickbay.::

/\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = End Mission = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ =/\= /\ = /\

